
Weld County uses CodeRED for 
emergency alerts related to local public 
safety situations (think active shooter, 
accident scene, or bridge washout);  
targeted messages that go to landlines 
and registered cell phone numbers 
within an area of the county impacted 
by an event.  

CodeRED also offers an option to 
relay weather alerts from the National 
Weather Service, if the registered user 
opted in to get those alerts. 

Landlines in Weld County are entered 
 automatically into the CodeRED 
system. The county encourages 
all residents and business owners 
within Weld County to register their 
cell phones with the CodeRED system 
as well (and opt in to receive National 
Weather Service alerts).

What is CodeRED? What is IPAWS?

IPAWS is a federal system through FEMA 
used to alert people of an emergency near 
them (think Amber Alert or National Weather 
Service alert). The program sends messages 
to cellphones in the area and is not 
assocated with a physical address.

The county is approved to use IPAWS but 
only for specific instances, which do not 
include weather alerts. Only the National 
Weather Service is approved to send  
weather alerts (such as tornado watches  
and warnings) through the IPAWS system.

How do I stay informed?

Apps are great tools for situational 
awareness: news apps, weather apps, 
radar apps. Download them to your 
phone, but know their limitations. An 
alert from an app will provide some  
information but should also indicate 
you need to tune in to local news (web, 
TV, radio) for up-to-date information; 
remember to turn on notifications.

Know where your local agencies post 
updates during an emergency event. 
Many agencies, including Weld  
County’s Office of Emergency  
Management, post updates on their 
social media platforms (primarily 
Facebook and Twitter). Weld County 
also embeds its Facebook feed into its 
website so users do not have to have a 
Facebook account to view updates.     

What’s the Difference?
Simply put, CodeRED alerts go to all 
Weld County landlines and registered cell 
phones associated with a physical address.

IPAWS alerts go to every cell phone in a 
general area (people who live and work in 
Weld County as well as people who are 
traveling through or visiting Weld County).
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Learn more and download our Emergency Preparedness Guide at www.weldoem.com
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